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unique definition is being the only one sole how to use unique in a sentence can something be very unique or somewhat unique synonym discussion of unique, unique definition 1 being the only existing one of its type or more generally unusual or special in some way 2 being the only existing one of its type or more generally unusual or special in some way 3 something that is unique unusual or the only one of its type learn more, unique baby names unusual baby names the unique category is reserved for those baby names that are truly rare or unusual by either sound or meaning unique baby names may be invented uncommon for the modern era or even derived from another language or culture, acquiring unique items most of the unique items in Borderlands are acquired in one of two ways the item was previously wielded by a unique enemy the earliest example is nine toes the clipper the item is a reward for a mission, to be unique all you have to do is embrace your authentic self since there's no one else in the world that's just like you you can be your authentic unique self by pursuing your goals regardless of what other people think about them also don't be afraid to express your opinions even if you think people will disagree with you, the most unique watches are available from the web's coolest modern watch stores com the most unique watches are available from the web's coolest modern watch store watches com the cookie settings on this website are set to allow all cookies to give you the very best experience please click accept cookies to continue to use the site, a unique item is an item with a specific name unique artwork and a predetermined list of modifiers unique items have the same implicit modifier as a normal item of the same type unique items are meant to be less powerful overall than high level rare items but offer unique gameplay and allow special character builds to be based around them, filtering for unique values and removing duplicate values are two similar tasks since the objective is to present a list of unique values there is a critical difference however when you filter for unique values the duplicate values are only hidden temporarily, achieving a well designed logo requires really hard work and being up to date with the latest trends in design it's probably the best way of establishing brand identity making an impact on customers and ensuring that they will remember your site and come back for a second visit most logos, Nameberry reports that these were the most popular unique girl names and unique boy names in 2017 can you guess them, unique baby names are literally one of a kind but unique names may also mean names that are unusual and rare with individual flair when people refer to unique baby names today they usually mean names that stand out from the crowd that depart from tradition and that may have a unique spelling or pronunciation, free for personal use free for commercial use unique font is licensed under the sil open font license ofl downloads total 81 236, unique definition something that is unique is the only one of its kind meaning pronunciation translations and examples, 60 synonyms of unique from the merriam webster thesaurus plus 78 related words definitions and antonyms find another word for unique of relating to or belonging to a single person synonyms idiomatic individual individualized antonyms general generic popular find the right word, the unique values returned as a numpy array in case of an extension array backed series a new extensionarray of that type with just the unique values is returned this includes, unique 1 adj the single one of its kind the unique existing example of donne's handwriting a unique copy of an ancient manuscript certain types of problems have unique solutions synonyms singular single existing alone or consisting of one entity or part or aspect or individual. adj radically distinctive and
without equal bach was, unique torralba salonga born april 26 2000 popularly known as unique salonga or simply by the mononym unique stylized as unique is a filipino musician and singer songwriter he began his career as vocalist and original frontman of iv of spades and later pursued a solo career, use unique to find the unique elements in the concatenated vector x y the unique function performs exact comparisons and determines that some values in x are not exactly equal to values in y these are the same elements that have a nonzero difference in x y thus c contains values that appear to be duplicates, unique boy names looking for a memorable baby name that stands out in a crowd but sounds like a classic whether your perfect baby name is an alternative to a popular name emory a modern trendsetter blaze or a blast from the past florence you just might find it here, shop makeup haircare skincare and fragrance from 500 brands plus catch up on the latest beauty trends here at feelunique, unique definition existing as the only one or as the sole example single solitary in type or characteristics a unique copy of an ancient manuscript see more, tour start here for a quick overview of the site help center detailed answers to any questions you might have meta discuss the workings and policies of this site, unique singular context examples a singular example the unique existing example of donne s handwriting a unique copy of an ancient manuscript certain types of problems have unique solutions similar single existing alone or consisting of one entity or part or aspect or individual, unusual amp unique house plans these unusual and unique house plans take a wide range of shapes and sizes in this collection you ll notice unique small house plans like lighthouses guest houses and rustic vacation retreats as well as huge castle like designs fit for royalty, unique primarily refers to uniqueness a state or condition wherein something is unlike anything else in mathematics and logic a unique object is the only object with a certain property see uniqueness quantification, five english words that are utterly unique syzygy amazingly the only english word with three ys also happens to describe a rare astronomical event involving three heavenly bodies a syzygy is the alignment of three celestial bodies in a straight line commonly the earth the sun and the moon, wow i typed an unique for an essay and then word grammar check said it was wrong but i always thought that the rule was an when a word starts with a e i o u but then i figured yeah it does sound strange, item damage aps crit pdps edps dps stats axiom perpetuum axiom perpetuum bronze sceptre one handed mace quality 20 physical damage 14 427 6 critical strike chance 6 00 attacks per second 1 25 weapon range 9 requires level 10 22 str 22 int 12 increased elemental damage 4 6 increased cast speed 100 140 increased critical strike chance for spells adds 2 3 to 5 6 fire, to avoid an awkward conversation you ll want to be prepared to answer what makes you unique in an interview here are seven sample answers to ensure you re proving yourself an incredibly valuable company asset, finding unique gifts can be tricky but luckily there s the incredible gift guide browse thousands of great gift ideas for any occasion organized by price and category thoughtful gift giving has never been so easy, unique ndarray the sorted unique values unique indices ndarray optional the indices of the first occurrences of the unique values in the original array only provided if return index is true unique inverse ndarray optional the indices to reconstruct the original array from the unique array only provided if return inverse is true, unique comparative more unique superlative most unique not comparable being the only one of its kind unequaled unparalleled or unmatched every person has a unique life therefore every person has a unique journey, unique personnel provides a total solution in human resource management and staffing recruitment we strive to align the right people to your business so that these human resources can realize your company s goals simply unique staffing solutions and personnel search, if youre searching for unique baby names youve come to the right place unique baby girl or boy names are the best choice for every one of a kind baby each is individual each is special enjoy finding unique names for baby on our lists, if you re looking for baby boy names for your future son babble has tons of boy names to choose from complete with meanings and origins, unique priscilla mauretha hadisoemartoh lahir di jakarta 21 september 1970 umur 48 tahun adalah seorang pemain film dan sinetron berkebangsaan indonesia karier cilla demikian panggilan akrabnya memulai karier sejak masih muda tahun 1985 covergirl favorit versi seubah, each of us is a unique strand in the intricate web of life and here to make a contribution deepak chopra tags
contribution deepak chopra humanity life people quote quotes strand unique uniqueness web, review

this list of unique words if you want to sound super educated and impress your friends with your
crazy language skills no matter how learned you are youll find dozens of words below that youve
never ever heard of, let s say you want to find out how many unique values exist in a range that
contains duplicate values for example if a column contains the values 5 6 7 and 6 the result is three
unique values 5 6 and 7, sql unique constraint the unique constraint ensures that all values in a
column are different both the unique and primary key constraints provide a guarantee for uniqueness
for a column or set of columns, get a personalized email address and website in your own name or a
customized email address and website for your business super easy setup now anyone can have the
unique internet identity they deserve, what makes a person unique their willingness to be who they
are and stand out from the crowd this is a very unique trait because most people are not comfortable
embracing their differences and approaching life based on their preferences, family is a unique gift
that needs to be appreciated and treasured even when they re driving you crazy as much as they make
you mad interrupt you annoy you curse at you try to control you these are people who know you
the best and who love you, unique is a small charity supporting informing and networking with
families living with a rare chromosome disorder or some autosomal dominant single gene disorders
associated with learning disability and developmental delay among other symptoms, the array unique
function removes duplicate values from an array if two or more array values are the same the first
appearance will be kept and the other will be removed note the returned array will keep the first array
items key type, synonyms for unique at thesaurus com with free online thesaurus antonyms and
definitions find descriptive alternatives for unique, define unique unique synonyms unique
pronunciation unique translation english dictionary definition of unique adj 1 being the only one of
its kind the unique existing example of donne s handwriting, are you looking for a unique baby boy
name that has a cool and edgy sound to it good call research shows that parents who regret their
choice of baby name say it s because their chosen name

Unique Definition of Unique by Merriam Webster
June 15th, 2019 - Unique definition is being the only one sole How to use
unique in a sentence Can something be very unique or somewhat unique
Synonym Discussion of unique

UNIQUE meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
June 9th, 2019 - unique definition 1 being the only existing one of its type
or more generally unusual or special in some way 2 being the only existing
one of its type or more generally unusual or special in some way 3
something that is unique is unusual or the only one of its type Learn more

Unique baby names Unusual Baby Names Unique baby girl
June 15th, 2019 - Unique baby names Unusual Baby Names The Unique
category is reserved for those baby names that are truly rare or unusual
by either sound or meaning Unique baby names may be invented
uncommon for the modern era or even derived from another language or
culture

Unique Borderlands Wiki FANDOM powered by Wikia
June 15th, 2019 - Acquiring Unique Items Most of the Unique items in
Borderlands are acquired in one of two ways The item was previously
wielded by a unique enemy The earliest example is Nine Toes The Clipper
The item is a reward for a mission
How to Be Unique with Pictures wikiHow
April 18th, 2019 - To be unique all you have to do is embrace your authentic self since there’s no one else in the world that’s just like you. You can be your authentic unique self by pursuing your goals regardless of what other people think about them. Also don’t be afraid to express your opinions even if you think people will disagree with you.

The Most Unique Watches from Watches.com
June 15th, 2019 - The Most Unique Watches are available from the Web’s Coolest Modern Watch store. Watches.com The Most Unique Watches are available from the Web’s Coolest Modern Watch store. Watches.com The cookie settings on this website are set to allow all cookies to give you the very best experience. Please click Accept Cookies to continue to use the site.

Unique item Official Path of Exile Wiki
June 13th, 2019 - A unique item is an item with a specific name, unique artwork, and a predetermined list of modifiers. Unique items have the same implicit modifier as a normal item of the same type. Unique items are meant to be less powerful overall than high level rare items but offer unique gameplay and allow special character builds to be based around them.

Filter for unique values or remove duplicate values Excel
June 15th, 2019 - Filtering for unique values and removing duplicate values are two similar tasks since the objective is to present a list of unique values. There is a critical difference however. When you filter for unique values, the duplicate values are only hidden temporarily.

99 Creative Logo Designs for Inspiration Awwwards
August 3rd, 2015 - Achieving a well designed logo requires really hard work and being up to date with the latest trends in design. It’s probably the best way of establishing brand identity, making an impact on customers and ensuring that they’ll remember your site and come back for a second visit.

Top 100 Unique Baby Names for Boys and Girls 2017 Edition
November 30th, 2017 - Nameberry reports that these were the most popular unique girl names and unique boy names in 2017. Can you guess them?

751 Unique Baby Names Unusual and Rare Nameberry
December 4th, 2018 - Unique baby names are literally one of a kind but unique names may also mean names that are unusual and rare with individual flair. When people refer to unique baby names today, they usually mean names that stand out from the crowd that depart from tradition and that may have a unique spelling or pronunciation.

Unique Font · 1001 Fonts
Unique definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary
June 13th, 2019 - Unique definition Something that is unique is the only one of its kind Meaning pronunciation translations and examples

Unique Synonyms Unique Antonyms Merriam Webster Thesaurus
June 15th, 2019 - 60 synonyms of unique from the Merriam Webster Thesaurus plus 78 related words definitions and antonyms Find another word for unique of relating to or belonging to a single person Synonyms idiomatic individual individualized… Antonyms general generic popular… Find the right word

pandas Series unique — pandas 0 24 2 documentation
June 14th, 2019 - The unique values returned as a NumPy array In case of an extension array backed Series a new ExtensionArray of that type with just the unique values is returned This includes

unique Dictionary Definition Vocabulary com
June 16th, 2019 - unique 1 adj the single one of its kind “the unique existing example of Donne s handwriting” “a unique copy of an ancient manuscript” “certain types of problems have unique solutions” Synonyms singular single existing alone or consisting of one entity or part or aspect or individual adj radically distinctive and without equal “Bach was

Unique musician Wikipedia
June 15th, 2019 - Unique Torralba Salonga born April 26 2000 popularly known as Unique Salonga or simply by the mononym Unique stylized as UNIQUE is a Filipino musician and singer songwriter He began his career as vocalist and original frontman of IV of Spades and later pursued a solo career

Unique values in array MATLAB unique MathWorks
June 14th, 2019 - Use unique to find the unique elements in the concatenated vector x y The unique function performs exact comparisons and determines that some values in x are not exactly equal to values in y These are the same elements that have a nonzero difference in x y Thus c contains values that appear to be duplicates

Unique baby names BabyCenter
June 14th, 2019 - Unique boy names Looking for a memorable baby name that stands out in a crowd but sounds like a classic Whether your perfect baby name is an alternative to a popular name Emory a modern trendsetter Blaze or a blast from the past Florence you just might find it here

Feelunique Beauty amp Cosmetics Online Makeup amp Haircare
June 15th, 2019 - Shop makeup haircare skincare and fragrance from 500
brands plus catch up on the latest beauty trends here at Feelunique

**Unique Definition of Unique at Dictionary.com**
June 9th, 2019 - Unique definition existing as the only one or as the sole example single solitary in type or characteristics a unique copy of an ancient manuscript See more

**Get unique values from a list in python Stack Overflow**
June 14th, 2019 - Tour Start here for a quick overview of the site Help Center Detailed answers to any questions you might have Meta Discuss the workings and policies of this site

**What does unique mean definition meaning and audio**
June 6th, 2019 - unique singular Context examples a singular example the unique existing example of Donne’s handwriting a unique copy of an ancient manuscript certain types of problems have unique solutions Similar single existing alone or consisting of one entity or part or aspect or individual

**Unusual amp Unique House Plans Houseplans.com**
June 13th, 2019 - Unusual amp Unique House Plans These unusual and unique house plans take a wide range of shapes and sizes In this collection you’ll notice unique small house plans like lighthouses guest houses and rustic vacation retreats as well as huge castle-like designs fit for royalty

**Unique Wikipedia**
June 13th, 2019 - Unique primarily refers to Uniqueness a state or condition wherein something is unlike anything else In mathematics and logic a unique object is the only object with a certain property see Uniqueness quantification

**Five English Words That Are Utterly Unique Everything**
June 15th, 2019 - Five English Words That Are Utterly Unique Syzygy Amazingly the only English word with three Ys also happens to describe a rare astronomical event involving three heavenly bodies A syzygy is the alignment of three celestial bodies in a straight line commonly the Earth the sun and the Moon

**Word Whirled A Unique or An Unique**
June 13th, 2019 - Wow I typed an unique for an essay and then Word grammar check said it was wrong But I always thought that the rule was an when a word starts with a e i o u But then I figured yeah it does sound strange

**List of unique maces Official Path of Exile Wiki**
June 15th, 2019 - Item Damage APS Crit pDPS eDPS DPS Stats Axiom Perpetuum Axiom Perpetuum Bronze Sceptre One Handed Mace Quality 20 Physical Damage 14 4–27 6 Critical Strike Chance 6 00 Attacks per Second 1 25 Weapon Range 9 Requires Level 10 22 Str 22 Int 12
increased Elemental Damage 4 6 increased Cast Speed 100 140
increased Critical Strike Chance for Spells Adds 2 3 to 5 6 Fire

7 Amazing Sample Answers to What Makes You Unique
December 3rd, 2018 - To avoid an awkward conversation you'll want to be prepared to answer What makes you unique in an interview. Here are seven sample answers to ensure you're proving yourself an incredibly valuable company asset.

The Incredible Gift Guide Unique Gifts and Creative Gift Ideas
June 15th, 2019 - Finding unique gifts can be tricky but luckily there's the Incredible Gift Guide. Browse thousands of great gift ideas for any occasion organized by price and category. Thoughtful gift giving has never been so easy.

numpy unique — NumPy v1.16 Manual SciPy.org
June 14th, 2019 - unique ndarray The sorted unique values unique indices ndarray optional The indices of the first occurrences of the unique values in the original array. Only provided if return index is True. unique inverse ndarray optional The indices to reconstruct the original array from the unique array. Only provided if return inverse is True.

unique Wiktionary
June 15th, 2019 - unique comparative more unique superlative most unique not comparable Being the only one of its kind, unequaled, unparalleled, or unmatched. Every person has a unique life, therefore every person has a unique journey.

Unique
June 15th, 2019 - Unique Personnel provides a total solution in human resource management and staffing recruitment. We strive to align the right people to your business so that these human resources can realize your company's goals. Simply unique staffing solutions and personnel search.

Unique Baby Names TheBump.com
February 2nd, 2015 - If you're searching for unique baby names you've come to the right place. Unique baby girl or boy names are the best choice for every one of a kind baby. Each is individual, each is special. Enjoy finding unique names for baby on our lists.

Baby Boy Names Meanings and Origins Babble
June 14th, 2019 - If you're looking for baby boy names for your future son, Babble has tons of boy names to choose from complete with meanings and origins.

Unique Priscilla Wikipedia bahasa Indonesia
January 29th, 2019 - “Each of us is a unique strand in the intricate web of life and here to make a contribution” ? Deepak Chopra

depak chopra humanity life people quote quotes strand unique uniqueness web

June 15th, 2019 - Review this list of unique words if you want to sound super educated and impress your friends with your fancy language skills. No matter how learned you are, you’ll find dozens of words below that you’ve never EVER heard of.

June 14th, 2019 - Let’s say you want to find out how many unique values exist in a range that contains duplicate values. For example, if a column contains the values 5, 6, 7, and 6, the result is three unique values — 5, 6, and 7.

June 13th, 2019 - SQL UNIQUE Constraint. The UNIQUE constraint ensures that all values in a column are different. Both the UNIQUE and PRIMARY KEY constraints provide a guarantee for uniqueness for a column or set of columns.

June 14th, 2019 - Get a personalized email address and website in your own name or a customized email address and website for your business. Super easy setup. Now anyone can have the unique internet identity they deserve.

June 13th, 2019 - What makes a person unique? Their willingness to be who they are and stand out from the crowd. This is a very unique trait because most people are not comfortable embracing their differences and approaching life based on their preferences.

June 14th, 2019 - Family is a unique gift that needs to be appreciated and treasured even when they’re driving you crazy. As much as they make you mad, interrupt you, annoy you, curse at you, try to control you, these are the people who know you the best and who love you.

June 15th, 2019 - Unique is a small charity supporting informing and networking with families living with a Rare Chromosome Disorder or some Autosomal Dominant Single Gene Disorders associated with learning disability and developmental delay among other symptoms.
**PHP array unique Function W3Schools**
June 14th, 2019 - The array unique function removes duplicate values from an array. If two or more array values are the same, the first appearance will be kept and the other will be removed. Note: The returned array will keep the first array item's key type.

**Unique Synonyms Unique Antonyms Thesaurus.com**
June 15th, 2019 - Synonyms for unique at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus antonyms and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for unique.

**Unique definition of unique by The Free Dictionary**
June 15th, 2019 - Define unique. unique synonyms. unique pronunciation. unique translation. English dictionary definition of unique. adj 1. Being the only one of its kind. the unique existing example of Donne's handwriting.

**Cool and Unique Boy Names Parents**
June 5th, 2019 - Are you looking for a unique baby boy name that has a cool and edgy sound to it? Good call. Research shows that parents who regret their choice of baby name say it's because their chosen name...